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Abstract—Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) provides a
promising way to proactively augment propagation environments
for better transmission performance in wireless communications.
Existing multi-RIS works mainly focus on link-level optimization
with predetermined transmission paths, which cannot be directly
extended to system-level management, since they neither consider
the interference caused by undesired scattering of RISs, nor
the performance balancing between different transmission paths.
To address this, we study an innovative multi-hop multi-RIS
communication system, where a base station (BS) transmits
information to a set of distributed users over multi-RIS con-
figuration space in a multi-hop manner. The signals for each
user are subsequently reflected by the selected RISs via multi-
reflection line-of-sight (LoS) links. To ensure that all users have
fair access to the system to avoid excessive number of RISs
serving one user, we aim to find the optimal beam reflecting path
for each user, while judiciously determining the path scheduling
strategies with the corresponding beamforming design to ensure
the fairness. Due to the presence of interference caused by
undesired scattering of RISs, it is highly challenging to solve
the formulated multi-RIS multi-path beamforming optimization
problem. To solve it, we first derive the optimal RISs’ phase shifts
and the corresponding reflecting path selection for each user
based on its practical deployment location. With the optimized
multi-reflection paths, we obtain a feasible user grouping pattern
for effective interference mitigation by constructing the maximum
independent sets (MISs). Finally, we propose a joint heuristic
algorithm to iteratively update the beamforming vectors and the
group scheduling policies to maximize the minimum equivalent
data rate of all users. Numerical results demonstrate that the
proposed transmission framework achieves superior throughput
performance than benchmark schemes. Useful insights on how to
leverage multi-reflection paths over RISs to boost the throughput
performance are also drawn under different settings for the
multi-hop multi-RIS communication systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL communication systems mainly rely on
transmission technologies at transmitting and/or receiving

ends, like channel coding, modulation and power control, to
adapt to the propagation environments for better performance
[1]–[3]. All these technologies should be carefully designed
to eliminate the distortion brought by the transmission en-
vironments passively [4]. Recently, reconfigurable intelligent
surface (RIS) has been proposed as a promising technology
to proactively manipulate and augment transmission environ-
ments to enhance the performance of communication systems
[5], [6]. RIS can be viewed as a planar surface, which com-
prises a large number of low-cost passive reflecting elements.
Each element can be digitally controlled to induce an ampli-
tude change and/or phase shift to the incident signals, thereby
collaboratively altering physical transmission environments.
Besides, from the implementation perspective, RISs possess
appealing features such as low cost and lightweight, thus
can be easily and conveniently installed in the environment,
for example, mounted on walls or ceilings [7]. Besides,
since RISs are complementary devices, deploying them in the
existing wireless systems only needs minor modifications of
the communication protocols, and no other significant changes
on standards and hardware are required. Furthermore, RISs
are usually much cheaper than active small base stations
(SBSs)/relays, therefore can be deployed easily and rapidly
[8]. Finally, due to its flexible form factor, a surface can
be made and deployed without damaging the environmental
aesthetic beauty, rather improving living environment if being
carefully designed [4], [5].

Due to these attractive features of RIS, it has been inten-
sively studied in combination with various key communication
technologies, such as orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) [9]–[11], non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) [12]–[14], simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer (SWIPT) [15], [16], mobile edge computing
(MEC) [17]–[19] and physical layer security [20]–[22]. Exist-
ing works mainly consider one or multiple distributed RISs,
where each RIS individually reflects the signals to users, and
there is no cooperation among multiple RISs in most of the
existing works. This simplified approach generally leads to
sub-optimal performance, since those multi-reflection paths
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Fig. 1: The considered multi-hop multi-RIS communication system.

that may offer high cooperation beamforming gains are not
well utilized. In addition, multi-hop reflections established
through inter-RIS links can provide additional channel diver-
sity, bypassing potential obstacles that cannot be circumvented
by single RIS, thus forming blockage-free paths even under
harsh radio environments [23].

Inspired by the advantages of cooperative transmission in
multi-hop multi-RIS systems, Han et al. [24] investigated
double-RIS-assisted single-user wireless communication sys-
tems. As an early work, it is shown in [24] that by co-
operatively designing the phase shifts, a double-reflection
path can provide passive beamforming gain that increases
quartically with the total number of RISs’ reflecting elements,
which significantly outperforms the quadratic growth of the
single-RIS case with the same number of reflecting elements.
This work has been extended to multi-user systems [25]–
[27], where the superiority of utilizing multi-RIS multi-hop
transmissions are further confirmed.

The above works on multi-RIS transmission mainly focus on
link-level optimization, i.e., the transmission path for each user
is predetermined. For a generalized communication system
with more available RISs and randomly distributed users,
different line-of-sight (LoS) links can be created for each user
via multi-hop reflections. Mei and Zhang [28] have made an
initial attempt to address this issue. They consider downlink
multi-hop scenarios aided by multiple RISs, where the ideal
interference-free transmission environments are considered.
With this interference-free assumption, [28] directly simplifies
the maximize minimum (max-min) data rate problem to the
max-min channel gain problem. Such actions severely limit
the overall resource utilization. Besides, as shown in [29] and
[30], the interference is an increasingly challenging issue in
RIS-assisted wireless communications. Since passive RISs do
not have signal processing abilities and can only reflect the
incident signals, if the interference coordination schemes are
not carefully designed, the cumulated interference caused by
the undifferentiated reflections of RISs will mess up the radio
transmission environments, and finally degrade the system
performance.

To address the interference management in multi-RIS as-
sisted communication systems, in this paper, we study a multi-
hop multi-RIS cooperative communication scenario, where a
BS equipped with multiple antennas transmits signals to a
set of randomly distributed users, as shown in Fig. 1. Here,
multiple RISs are carefully pre-placed in proper locations to

create LoS transmission opportunities between BS and all the
users. To ensure that all users have fair access to the system
to avoid excessive number of RISs serving one user, we first
find the optimal beam reflective path for each user, along with
the optimal phase shifts of the selected RISs. Afterwards, to
mitigate inter-user interference caused by undesired scatterings
of RISs, we divide users into different activation groups by
constructing the maximum independent sets (MISs). Finally,
we design a group scheduling strategy and the corresponding
beamforming optimization policy at the BS to maximize the
minimum equivalent data rate of all users to ensure the
fairness. The main contributions are summarized as follows.

• We design a novel framework for multi-hop multi-RIS
communication systems, where a BS transmits signals
to a set of distributed users through multi-hop reflec-
tions. Different from existing works with predetermined
transmission paths, we explore the characteristics of RIS-
assisted multi-reflection channels, select the multi-hop
transmission path with the maximum equivalent chan-
nel gain for each user. Further, to avoid the inter-path
interference caused by the undifferentiated reflections of
RISs, we propose a new path-separation constraint, with
which only the paths that do not interfere with each other
can be activated at the same time, thereby guarantee the
controllability of radio transmission environments.

• To find the optimal multi-hop reflection path for each
user, we analyzing the characteristics of the RIS-assisted
multi-reflection channels and reformulating the channels
based on the composition features. By doing so, we
derive the optimal RISs’ phase shift design and assign
corresponding weight to each link (i.e., BS-RIS links,
inter-RIS links and RIS-user links). With defined link
weight, we recast the multi-hop transmission design as
a shortest-path finding problem in graph theory, and
select the optimal transmission path with the maximum
equivalent channel gain for each user.

• We adopt conflict graph to model the inter-path interfer-
ence, and divide users into different activation groups to
satisfy the path-separation constraint. Specifically, in the
modeled conflict graph, each vertex represents one multi-
hop path. For any two vertices, if they cannot satisfy the
path-separation constraint, an edge is built between them.
Based on the conflict graph, we introduce the concept
of maximal independent sets (MISs), which equivalently
represents the maximum number of paths that can trans-
mit simultaneously without inter-path interference. And
we divide users into different activation groups to mitigate
inter-path interference with the help of MISs. During the
scheduling period, all the activation groups take turns to
access the base station (BS) for information transmission,
and we propose efficient scheduling policy to guarantee
the fairness among different activation groups.

• To ensure that each user has fair access to the network,
the beamforming pattern at the BS is optimized for
each activation group such that the minimum equivalent
data rate of all users is maximized. In particular, we
introduce a series of auxiliary variables to transform the
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max-min equivalent data rate problem into a feasibility
check problem, which can be solved by classical convex
optimization approaches. Numerical results demonstrate
that the proposed transmission framework achieves higher
throughput than the benchmark schemes. Useful insights
on how to obtain the optimal multi-reflection coopera-
tive transmission designs are also drawn under different
settings of the multi-hop multi-RIS systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
first present the system model and transmission scheme in
Section II. In Section III, we formulate the optimization
problem to maximize the minimum data rate of all users. In
Section IV, we describe the proposed three-step framework
for multi-hop multi-RIS transmission systems. In Section V,
we provide simulation results to demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed cooperative multi-hop multi-RIS transmission
framework. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

The notations are listed as follows. Bold symbols in capital
letter and small letter denote matrices and vectors, respec-
tively. CN (µ, σ2) denotes the circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian (CSCG) distribution with mean µ and variance σ2.
Tr(A) represents the trace of matrix A. A = diag(a) means
that A is the diagonal matrix of the vector a. Ai,j represents
the element at row i, column j of matrix A and an represents
the n-th elements of vector a. ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
||w|| denotes the Euclidean norm. GT and GH denote the
transpose and conjugate transpose of matrix G, respectively.
For complex variable x, ∠x represents its phase angle. H+

M

represents the set for Hermitian positive semi-definite matrices
of dimension M ×M .

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND TRANSMISSION SCHEMATIC
DESIGN

In this section, we first introduce the basic model of the
multi-hop multi-RIS transmission system. Then, we provide
the channel models between BS-RIS, inter-RIS and RIS-
user. Finally, we present the transmission schemtic design of
the considered multi-hop multi-RIS cooperation transmission
system.
A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a downlink multi-user
communication system, where J distributed RISs are carefully
pre-deployed to assist signal transmissions between the BS and
K single-antenna users. The users are randomly distributed
within the area of interest. Assume that the BS is equipped
with M0 antennas, while each RIS has Mj reflecting elements,
j = 1, 2, ..., J . Moreover, each RIS can only achieve half-
space reflection, i.e., only the signal incident on its reflection
side can be reflected. Thus, for any two nodes i and j, if
they are both RISs, each of them needs to be located in the
reflection half-space to achieve effective signal reflection. We
assume that the passive reflecting elements of each RIS are
arranged in a uniform rectangular array (URA) perpendicular
to the ground and facing a fixed direction, while the BS
employs the uniform linear array (ULA) antenna configuration.
The antenna and element spacings at the BS and each RIS
are assumed to be dB and dR, respectively. To enhance the

received signal strength at users, we proactively design the
system to transmit messages only through the virtual LoS
paths established via multi-reflection. Furthermore, to mitigate
the severe inter-path interference caused by the undesired
scattering of RISs, the signal paths for all K users should be
sufficiently separated and thus each RIS is associated with at
most one user at a time. However, each RIS can serve multiple
users over different time via proper scheduling policy.

We denote the sets of RISs and users as J = {1, 2, ..., J}
and K = {1, 2, ...,K}, respectively. To clearly represent the
nodes, i.e., BS, RISs and users, in the system, we refer to BS
as node 0, RIS 1 to RIS J as node 1 to node J , user 1 to
user K as node J+1 to node J+K, thereby there are a total
of 1 + J + K nodes in the system, and we use di,j , i ̸= j,
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., J}, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., J, J+1, ..., J+K} to denote
the distance between node i and j. By carefully selecting RISs,
LoS dominant transmission can be achieved between the BS
and each user, and to enhance the signal strength of the multi-
hop transmissions, we only exploit LoS transmissions in the
system. Moreover, to describe the communication condition
between any two nodes i (BS/RIS) and j (RIS/user) in the con-
sidered system, we define a binary indicator l(i, j) ∈ {0, 1}.
In particular, l(i, j) = 1 indicates that nodes i and j can
communicate with each other, and l(i, j) = 0 otherwise. In
addition, we set l(i, i) = 0,∀ i and have l(i, j) = l(j, i),∀ i, j.
These binary indicators l(i, j) can be viewed as prior informa-
tion once RISs are carefully deployed. Based on these known
communication conditions, specific multi-reflection path can
be established for each user by properly selecting a subset
of RISs. For example, if l(0, i) = l(i, j) = l(j, J + k) = 1,
i, j ∈ J , k ∈ K, this indicates that the signals transmitted from
BS can be successively reflected by RISs i and j to reach user
k. Thus, we can select RISs i and j as the associated RISs
for user k. For RISs that are not associated with any user, the
BS can turn them off via control links so as to reduce the
scattered interference in the system [28], [31].

B. Channel Model and Transmission Scheme

We define H0,j ∈ CMj×M0 as the channel from BS to RIS
j, gH

j,J+k ∈ C1×Mj as the channel from RIS j to user k,
and Si,j ∈ CMj×Mi , i ̸= j, i, j ∈ J as the channel from
RIS i to RIS j. The numbers of reflecting elements in each
RIS’s horizontal and vertical directions are assumed to be
Mjx and Mjy with MjxMjy = Mj . The reflection coefficient
matrix of each RIS j, j ∈ J is given by Φj ∈ CMj×Mj ,
which can be further expressed as Φj = diag(ϕϕϕj). ϕϕϕj =
[ϕj,1, ϕj,2, ..., ϕj,Mj

]T is the corresponding reflection vector
of the j-th RIS, where ϕj,m = βj,mejθj,m , m = 1, 2, ...,Mj .
Moreover, θj,m ∈ [0, 2π) and βj,m ∈ [0, 1] respectively
represent the phase and amplitude change brought by the m-
th reflecting element of RIS j to the incident signals. Without
loss of generality, we set βj,m = 1. If RIS j is selected to
assist the signal transmission, all the elements of the RIS j
are switched on to fully reflect the incident signals.

Next, we characterize the LoS channel between two nodes in
the system, which is modeled as the product of array responses
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of the transmitter and receiver [32]–[36]. For convenience, we
define the following steering vector
e(δ,N) = [1, e−jπδ, e−j2πδ, ..., e−j(N−1)πδ] ∈ CN×1, (1)

where N denotes the number of elements in a ULA and
δ denotes the phase difference between the observations at
two adjacent elements. Then, the array response at the BS is
expressed as

αB(ϑ) = e

(
dB
λ

sinϑ,M0

)
, (2)

where ϑ denotes the angle-of-departure (AoD) related to the
BS antenna boresight. For the URA at each RIS, its array
response is expressed as the Kronecker product of two steering
vectors in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively,
i.e.,

αR,j(ϑ
a, ϑe) = e

(
dR
λ

sinϑa cosϑe,Mj,x

)
⊗ e

(
dR
λ

sinϑa sinϑe,Mj,y

)
.

(3)

In (3), ϑa and ϑe denote the elevation and azimuth angle
parameters, respectively. With these expressions for array
responses, we define ϑ0,j as the AoD from the BS to RIS j, ϑa

and ϑe as the azimuth and elevation AoD from RIS i to node
j (RIS or user), respectively, φa and φe as the azimuth and
elevation angle-of-arrival (AoA) at RIS j from node i (BS or
RIS), respectively. Based on the above definitions, l(0, j) = 1
means that BS can communicate with RIS j through LoS
channel. The channel from BS to RIS j can be expressed
as

H0,j =
√
βH h̃0,j,2h̃

H
0,j,1, j ∈ J , (4)

where βH = β0/d
2
0,j denotes the free-space path-loss with

β0 represents the channel gain at the reference distance of 1
meter, h̃0,j,2 = αR,j(φ

a
0,j , φ

e
0,j) represents the receiving array

response of RIS j and h̃0,j,1 = αB(ϑ0,j) is the transmitting
array response of the BS. If l(i, j) = 1, i, j ∈ J , RIS i can
communicate with RIS j through LoS channel, and the channel
from RIS i to RIS j can be expressed as

Si,j =
√

βSi,j s̃i,j,2s̃
H
i,j,1, i, j ∈ J , i ̸= j. (5)

In (5), βS = β0/d
2
i,j is the corresponding free-space path-

loss, s̃i,j,2 = αR,j(φ
a
i,j , φ

e
i,j) is the receiving array response

at RIS j and s̃i,j,1 = αR,i(ϑ
a
i,j , ϑ

e
i,j) is the transmitting array

response at RIS i. Similarly, the channel from RIS j to user
k when l(j, J + k) = 1 can be expressed as

gH
j,J+k =

√
βgj,J+k

g̃H
j,J+k, j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (6)

where βgj,J+k
= β0/d

2
j,J+k represents the corresponding free-

space path-loss, and g̃j,J+k = αR,j(ϑ
a
j,J+k, ϑ

e
j,J+k) denotes

the transmit array response at RIS j. The above AoAs and
AoDs of the BS-RIS and inter-RIS channels are assumed
to be known, since once the BS and RISs are deployed,
these angle information can be directly obtained from their
geographical locations [6]. Therefore, for the system design,
we only need to obtain the CSI between the last RIS in the
multi-reflection path and its target user. Considering that RISs
are usually deployed at the places that can establish strong
LoS links to users, the location based channel information

can be directly used to assist the system design [37], [38],
and the location information of users can be obtained through
the global positioning system (GPS). Besides, some advanced
channel estimation methods, i.e., anchor-assisted method, have
been proposed to perform efficient channel estimation for
RIS-assisted systems [39]–[42]. For indoor environment, we
can leverage existing wireless local area network (WLAN)
infrastructures for indoor positioning, or use Bluetooth to
track users. Besides, many indoor environments have security
cameras, we can also use image based vision positioning
techniques [43], [44]. Therefore, in this paper, we assume that
all the CSIs needed are perfectly known, and we focus on the
framework design for the mult-hop multi-RIS communication
systems.

Based on (4) - (6), we can characterize the multi-
reflection LoS channel between the BS and user k with
given multi-reflection path. Specifically, we use Ω(k) =

{a(k)1 , a
(k)
2 , ..., a

(k)
Nk

} to denote the multi-reflection path from
the BS to user k, where Nk ≥ 1 denotes the number of associ-
ated RISs for user k, a(k)n , n ∈ Nk

△
= {1, 2, ..., Nk} represents

the index of the n-th associated RIS. For convenience, we
define a

(k)
0 = 0 and a

(k)
Nk+1 = J + k to denote the BS and the

target user k, respectively. Then, to ensure that each RIS in
Nk only reflects user k’s signal at most once, the following
constraints should be met
a(k)n ∈ J , a(k)n ̸= a

(k)

n′ , ∀n, n
′
∈ Nk, n ̸= n

′
, k ∈ K. (7)

Moreover, the consecutive nodes in Ω(k) should be able to
communicate through an LoS channel, i.e.,

l
(
a(k)n , a

(k)
n+1

)
= 1, ∀n ∈ Nk ∪ {0}, k ∈ K. (8)

Furthermore, to avoid the scattered inter-user interference, we
need to ensure that there is no direct communication link (i.e.,
the transmission link is blocked by obstacles or exceeds the
communication distance) between any two nodes belonging to
different selected paths except for the common starting node 0
(BS). Thus, we introduce the new path separation constraint,
i.e.,

l

(
a(k)n , a

(k
′
)

n′

)
= 0, a(k)n ̸=a

(k
′
)

n′ ,

∀n, n
′
̸= 0, k, k

′
∈ K, k ̸= k

′
.

(9)
Note that the condition a

(k)
n ̸= a

(k
′
)

n′ ensures that there is no
common node (except for the BS) between any two reflection
paths Ω(k) and Ω(k

′
) for user k and k

′
, respectively. With the

above definitions, a reflection path Ω(k) is feasible if and only
if the constraints in (7) - (9) are satisfied. It is worth noting
that if the number of users is small and their distribution is
sparse, constraint (9) can be easily satisfied as observed in
[28]. However, in practical scenarios, the number of served
users can be large and their locations can be very close to
each other. In order to meet the path separation constraint, we
need to divide users into different activation groups, only a
subset of users that satisfy (7) - (9) can be activated at the
same time. Thereby, constraint (9) is further modified into

l q
(
a(k)n , a

(k
′
)

n′

)
= 0, a(k)n ̸= a

(k
′
)

n′ ,

∀n, n
′
̸= 0, k, k

′
∈ K, k ̸= k

′
,

(10)
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where q = 1, 2, ..., Q is the index of the time slot with Q being
the total number of time slots that the whole scheduling time is
divided. We use tq to represent the proportion of time allocated
to time slot q, we have

∑
q=1,2,...,Q tq = 1. Constraint (10)

means that paths that do not interfere with each other can be
active at the same time. How to construct the user activation
groups and determine the time allocation parameter tq , q =
1, 2, ..., Q is further introduced in Section IV.

There are two main advantages of the considered trans-
mission scheme. First, one RIS can only serve one user at
a time, which means that in any transmission path, there
is only one target receiver for each transmitter except for
the BS. For example, for user 1, there is a multi-reflection
path Ω(1) = {1, 5, 10}. This means that the BS can transmit
messages to user 1 through the multi-hop LoS path established
by RISs 1, 5 and 10. During the inter-RIS transmissions, the
signal transmission pattern is one-to-one, i.e., RIS 1 only needs
to target RIS 5 for signal delivery. In this case, the phase shift
optimizations of RISs are very simple, it only needs to achieve
the phase alignment with the channel between RIS 1 and RIS
5 [24]. Since all the RISs are carefully pre-placed, the channel
state information of all the inter-RIS links can be easily
obtained. Thus we can design the optimal phase shift pattern
between any two RISs in advance, which can greatly reduce
the design complexity caused by the real-time phase shift
design. The second advantage comes from the path separation
constraints shown in (10). If the BS transmits signals to all
users at the same time, in addition to the designed multi-
reflection LoS transmission paths, there also exists undesired
scattering of RISs. This kind of scattered interference will
mess up the transmission environment, cause serious inter-path
interference, and finally decrease the system performance. To
avoid this, we introduce the path-separation constraint (10)
and divide users into different activation groups to eliminate
the inter-path inference and guarantee the controllability of the
radio environment.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR THE MULTI-HOP
MULTI-RIS COOPERATIVE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

In this section, we formulate an optimization problem
maximizing the minimum equivalent data rate of all users to
guarantee the fairness. We first model the equivalent channel
from the BS to user k with given multi-reflection path Ω(k),
which can be expressed as

h0,J+k (Ω(k)) =

gH

a
(k)
Nk

,J+k
Φ

a
(k)
Nk

 ∏
n∈Nk,n̸=Nk

S
a
(k)
n ,ak

n+1
Φ

a
(k)
n

H
0,a

(k)
1

.
(11)

Obviously, it depends on the Nk selected RISs and the
corresponding phase shift design. As discussed before, to avoid
the serious inter-path interference caused by the simultaneous
transmissions of all users, we divide all the users into different
activation groups, only a subset of users that satisfy (7) -
(9) can be activated at any given time. For one specific time
slot q, tq denotes the fraction of time allocated to it, and xq

k

denotes the transmitted signal from the BS to user k, with

E{|xq
k|2} = 1. The transmitted signals for all users at time

slot q from the BS is expressed as xq =
∑

wq
kx

q
k, where

wq
k ∈ CM0×1 is the corresponding transmit beamforming

vector for user k at time slot q, q = 1, 2, ..., Q. With a given
reflection path Ω(k) =

{
a
(k)
1 , a

(k)
2 , · · · , a(k)Nk

}
, k ∈ K, the

received signal at user k [45]is expressed as
yqk = h0,J+k (Ω(k))x

q + nk, (12)
where nk ∼ CN (0, σ2

0) denotes the complex additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the k-th user. The corresponding
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for user k at
time slot q can be expressed as

γq
k =

|h0,J+k (Ω(k))w
q
k|2∑

u∈Iq,u̸=k |h0,J+k (Ω(k))w
q
u|2 + σ2

0

, (13)

where Iq denotes the set of users that served by the BS simul-
taneously at time slot q. As discussed above, to guarantee the
controllability of the radio environment, we need to avoid the
interference caused by undesired scattering of RISs, thereby
we divide users into different activation groups. Since one user
may be included in different activation groups, the equivalent
data rate of user k during the given scheduling period is the
summation of all the time slots that it belongs to, which is
expressed as

Ck =
∑
k∈Iq

tq log(1 + γq
k). (14)

To guarantee that all users have access to the network fairly,
we aim to maximize the minimum equivalent data rate of all
the users. The optimization problem is formulated as

(P1) max
Ω(k),Iq,tq,w

q
k

min
k∈K

Ck =
∑
k∈Iq

tq log(1 + γq
k), (15)

s.t. l
(
a(k)n , a

(k)
n+1

)
= 1, ∀n ∈ Nk ∪ {0}, k ∈ K,

(16)

a(k)n ∈ J , a(k)n ̸= a
(k)

n′ , ∀n, n
′
∈ Nk, n ̸= n

′
, k ∈ K,

(17)

l q
(
a(k)n , a

(k
′
)

n′

)
= 0, a(k)n ̸= a

(k
′
)

n′ ,

∀n, n
′
̸= 0, k, k

′
∈ K, k ̸= k

′
, (18)

0 ≤ tq ≤ 1,
∑

q=1,2,...,Q

tq = 1, (19)∑
k∈Iq

||wq
k||

2 ≤ PT , (20)

where PT represents the maximal transmit power at the BS.
The rest optimization variables in (P1) are listed as follows:

• Ω(k) represents the designed multi-reflection path for
each user k, k ∈ K, which is related to the Nk selected
RISs for user k and their corresponding phase shift
design.

• Iq , q = 1, 2, ..., Q is the designed user activation group.
As discussed above, to avoid the undesired scattering of
RISs, K users are divided into Q activation groups, which
is represented as I1, I2, ..., IQ.

• tq , q = 1, 2, ..., Q is the fraction of time allocated to the
activation group Iq . During the scheduled period, all the
activation groups are scheduled to access the BS, thereby
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the whole scheduling time is divided into Q time slots
and the following constraints must be satisfied 0 ≤ tq ≤
1,
∑

q=1,2,...,Q tq = 1.
• wq

k is the the beamforming vector at the BS for user k
in time slot q.

For the constraints, (16) guarantees the feasibility of the
selected links, i.e., the consecutive nodes in Ω(k) should be
able to communicate with LoS channels, (17) ensures that each
RIS in Nk can only reflect once, so there is no loop in the
multi-reflection path, (18) avoids the inter-path interference
caused by the undesired scattering of RISs, which means that
the selected paths for users can only be active at any given
time if they do not interfere with each other, (19) is the
activation group time allocation constraint, and (20) limits the
BS’ transmit power.

The formulated optimization problem (P1) is hard to solve
since it includes the multi-reflection path selection, user group-
ing design, joint BS’s beamforming optimization, and group
time allocation. The non-convex expression of the SINR makes
the problem more complicated. To effectively solve it, we
propose a three-step framework to tackle this cooperative
transmission problem in multi-hop multi-RIS communication
systems. Specifically, we first analyze the characteristics of
the multi-RIS multi-reflection channels, and reformulate the
equivalent channel according to the channel composition so
that we can obtain the optimal RISs’ phase shift design
and define corresponding link weight (BS-RIS links, inter-
RIS links, RIS-user links) between any two nodes. Then we
construct a weighted connection graph and obtain the multi-
hop path with the maximum equivalent channel gain for each
user. To avoid the undesired scattering of RISs, we construct a
conflict graph, where each vertex in the graph corresponds to
one multi-reflection path, and if two transmission paths cannot
satisfy the path separation constraint, we add an edge between
them. Based on the conflict graph, we can divide users into
different activation groups by constructing MISs. Finally, we
jointly optimize the BS’s beamforming design and the time
allocation for each activation group to guarantee the fairness
among users. Details are introduced in the next section.

IV. FRAMEWORK DESIGN FOR COOPERATIVE
MULTI-REFLECTION TRANSMISSION

IN MULTI-RIS WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

In this section, we introduce the proposed three-step frame-
work for cooperative multi-refection transmission design. In
particular, we first find the multi-reflection paths with the
maximum equivalent channel gain for each user. Then, we con-
struct the conflict graph to model the interference among the
selected paths and divide users into different activation groups.
With the obtained activation groups, we propose an iterative
optimization algorithm to update the active beamforming at the
BS and the group scheduling policy to maximize the minimum
data rate of all users. Complexity analysis of the entire system
design is also given in this section.

A. Multi-reflection Path Selection

As analyzed before, for a given path Ω(k), the equivalent
channel from the BS to user k is expressed as

h0,J+k (Ω(k)) =

gH

a
(k)
Nk

,J+k
Φ

a
(k)
Nk

 ∏
n∈Nk,n̸=Nk

S
a
(k)
n ,ak

n+1
Φ

a
(k)
n

H
0,a

(k)
1

.
(21)

The channel gain of the equivalent channel h0,J+k (Ω(k))
depends on the Nk selected RISs and their corresponding
phase shifts. To obtain the insights, we reformulate the equiv-
alent channel, by substituting the detailed expression of each
individual link, i.e., (4) - (6), into (21), we have

h0,J+k (Ω(k)) =

√
β0

d
a
(k)
Nk

,J+k

(
Nk∏
n=1

A
(k)
n−1,n

)
h̃H
0,j,1, (22)

where

A
(k)
n−1,n=



√
β0

d
0,a

(k)
1

s̃H
a
(k)
1 ,a

(k)
2 ,1

Φ
a
(k)
1

h̃
0,a

(k)
1 ,2

,

if n = 1,
√
β0

d
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n

s̃H
a
(k)
n ,a

(k)
n+1,1

Φ
a
(k)
n

s̃
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n ,2

,

if 2 ⩽ n ⩽ Nk − 1,
√
β0

d
a
(k)
Nk−1,a

(k)
Nk

g̃H
Nk,J+kΦa

(k)
Nk

s̃
a
(k)
Nk−1,a

(k)
Nk

,2
,

if n = Nk.
(23)

For given reflection path Ω(k), we want to maximize the
equivalent channel gain ||h0,J+k (Ω(k)) ||2 for optimal re-
ceived signal strength, thereby the magnitude of each A

(k)
n−1,n

should be optimized. In the following, we take 2 ⩽ n ⩽ Nk−1
as an example to show the process about how to design RISs’
configurations. Specifically, |A(k)

n−1,n|2 can be reformulated as

|A(k)
n−1,n|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣
√
β0

d
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n

ϕH

a
(k)
n

diag

(
s̃H
a
(k)
n ,a

(k)
n+1,1

)
s̃
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n ,2

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

∣∣∣∣∣
√
β0

d
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n

ϕH

a
(k)
n

ρ
a
(k)
n

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

(24)

where ρ
a
(k)
n

= diag

(
s̃H
a
(k)
n ,a

(k)
n+1,1

)
s̃
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n ,2

. For continu-

ous RIS beamforming, which means that RIS can achieve any
phase shift values in [0, 2π), the RIS’s configuration is directly
optimized according to

ϕop

a
(k)
n ,m

= e
j∠

(
ρ
a
(k)
n ,m

)
, m = 1, 2, ...,M

a
(k)
n

, (25)

and we have |A(k)
n−1,n|2 = β0M

2

a
(k)
n

/d2
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n

. For discrete

RIS beamforming, which means that the phase shift value of
each RIS element can only be selected from a given code-
book, we have ϕop

a
(k)
n ,m

= argmaxϕ
a
(k)
n ,m

∈B

{
ϕH

a
(k)
n

ρ
a
(k)
n

}
,

where B represents the given codebook. For both continuous
and discrete cases, the optimal value of |A(k)

n−1,n| is always
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proportional to the number of reflection elements at RIS a
(k)
n ,

and inversely proportional to the distance between nodes a(k)n−1

and a
(k)
n . Based on this observation, the optimal |A(k)

n−1,n|2 can
be treated as a constant once the system is deployed, thereby
we can use this property to build the connection graph of the
whole system.

From (11) - (24), we observe that the individual channel
gain from node a

(k)
n−1 to a

(k)
n , ∀n ∈ Nk ∪ {0} can be charac-

terized by |A(k)
n−1,n|2, and |A(k)

n−1,n| is always proportional to
the number of reflection elements at RIS a

(k)
n and inversely

proportional to the transmission distance between node a
(k)
n−1

and a
(k)
n . Based on this, we define the channel weight from

node a
(k)
n−1 to a

(k)
n , ∀n ∈ Nk as

𭟋
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n

= log

1 +
d2
a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n

β0M2

a
(k)
n

 , (26)

which is the logarithmic form of the reciprocal of |A(k)
n−1,n|2,

where
(
1 + d2

a
(k)
n−1,a

(k)
n

/β0M
2

a
(k)
n

)
can ensure that the weights

of all links are always greater than 0, thereby each link will
lead to an increasment in the final weights of the overall path,
then we can avoid the loop situation as addressed in (17).
Similarly, we define the weight of the link from RIS a

(k)
Nk

to
user k as

𭟋
a
(k)
Nk

,J+k
= log

1 +

d2
a
(k)
Nk

,J+k

β0

 . (27)

Based on the definition of these link weights, we recast the
reflection path selection as an equivalent problem in graph
theory. We construct a directed and weighted connection graph
G0 = (V0, E0). The vertex set V0 consists of all nodes in the
system, i.e., V0 = {0, 1, 2, ..., J, J+1, ..., J+K} and the edge
set E0 is defined as

E0 ={(0, j)|l(0, j) = 1, j ∈ J } ∪ {(i, j)|l(i, j) = 1, i, j ∈ J }
∪ {(j, J + k)|l(j, J + k) = 1, j ∈ J , k ∈ K},

(28)
which means that there exists an edge from vertex i to vertex
j if and only if they can communicate with each other through
LoS link. Given the constructed graph G0, any reflection path
from the BS to user k corresponds to a path from node 0
to node J + k in the connection graph G0. Based on this
transformation, we adopt the well-known Dijkstra’s algorithm
to find the multi-reflection paths with the maximum equivalent
channel gain for each user, and use p(k), k ∈ K to denote the
multi-reflection path with the maximum equivalent channel
gain from BS to user k. In this paper, we only consider the
optimal multi-hop transmission path for each user due to the
following two considerations: (1) The overall number of RISs
in the system is limited, if we use it to build sub-optimal
paths for one user, it will occupy the RISs that can construct
the optimal paths for other users. (2) The maximal transmit
power of the base station is fixed, if sub-optimal paths are
considered, it will occupy the power that can be allocated to
the optimal path. In other words, if we do not consider the sub-
optimal paths, we can concentrate the power on the optimal

paths to improve the received signal quality.

B. Activation Group Design

To avoid severe inter-path interference caused by undesired
scattering of RISs, we introduce the new path separation
constraint as shown in (18), only the paths that do not
interfere with each other can be activated at the same time
for signal transmission. To guarantee this, we need divide
users into different activation groups. First, we construct a
new undirected conflict graph G = (V,E), where each vertex
in V corresponds to one multi-reflection path obtained before,
i.e., V = {p(k)|k ∈ K}. For any two vertices in G, we add an
edge between them if they cannot satisfy the path separation
constraint shown in (18), which means they cannot be activated
at the same time. To construct the activation groups, we first
introduce the concept of the maximal independent set [46].

Maximal independent set (MIS): given a conflict graph,
an independent set I is a set of vertices, in which
there is no edge between any two of the vertices.
This equivalently indicates the paths that can transmit
simultaneously in the network. If adding any one more
vertex into an independent set I results in a non-
independent set, I is a maximal independent set.

Let I1, I2, ..., IQ denote the Q MISs found in the conflict
graph, and tq , 0 ≤ tq ≤ 1 denote the fraction of time
allocated to the MIS Iq , we have the scheduling constraint∑

q=1,2,...,Q tq = 1, since only one MIS can be active at a
time. During the scheduled period, all the MISs take turns for
information transmissions. The MIS based design can achieve
higher system performance by enabling flexible time resource
sharing and effective interference mitigation [47]–[49]. In this
work, one MIS corresponds to one activation group in this
paper. The activation groups Q needs to satisfies the following
two requirements. Requirement 1: These Q activation groups
need to contain all the users, so that every user has access
to the network, thereby guarantee the feasibility of the final
solution. Requirement 2: To reduce the complexity of system
design, we want the overall number of activation groups Q to
be as small as possible.

Based on the above requirement, we adopt the heuristic
algorithm proposed in [46] to judiciously compute a set of
MISs covering all the paths for users. The basic idea of
the algorithm is to define a scheduling index (SI) metric to
differentiate the interference level of all the paths. In particular,
we sort all the vertices V in graph G from low to high
according to the number of edges connected to it. The vertex
with the minimum number of edges will be assigned with
the highest priority. If two vertices have the same number of
edges, we randomly choose one of them to assign the higher
priority. The output set P of this sorting process is that all
multi-reflection paths are arranged according to SI values in a
descending order. Finally, we iteratively compute a set of MISs
that covers the multi-reflection paths for all users to guarantee
the feasibility of the final solution. The algorithm starts with
the consideration of all the sorted paths p(k) ∈ P as the anchor
paths. Each anchor path leads to a round of independent set
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computing. For example, given anchor path p(k), we will find
one IS that covers p(k) and all its non-interference vertices in
the conflict graph G. The IS starting from p(k) will be stored
in the vector s[p(k)].

A to-be-covered set T is defined as the set containing the
paths yet to be covered by certain IS. The set T is initialized
as T = P , and each time when a new path is covered by
a certain IS, it is removed from T . The operations to search
for IS will stop when T becomes empty. In other words, the
algorithms will run recursively along the anchor paths until all
the paths are covered by a certain IS, which guarantees that
the algorithm can generate a feasible solution that covers all
users’ multi-reflection paths. The detailed processes are shown
in Algorithm 1.

C. Joint Optimization of the BS’s Beamforming and the Acti-
vation Group Scheduling

With the obtained activation groups, we can jointly optimize
the BS’s beamforming and the activation group scheduling
to guarantee the fairness of end users. Specifically, with Q
obtained activation groups I1, I2, ..., IQ, the original opti-
mization problem (P1) is reduced to

(P2) max
tq,w

q
k

min
k∈K

Ck =
∑
k∈Iq

tq log(1 + γq
k), (29)

s.t.
∑

q=1,2,...,Q

tq = 1,

0 ≤ tq ≤ 1, q = 1, 2, . . . , Q, (30)∑
k∈Iq

||wq
k||

2 ≤ PT , (31)

which is a joint beamforming and group scheduling problem.
To solve it, we decouple (P2) into two sub-problems, one for
optimizing the beamforming design at the BS and the other to
update the group scheduling policy.

1) Optimize the BS’s beamforming. Specifically, with given
group scheduling parameters 0 ≤ tq ≤ 1, q = 1, 2, . . . , Q,∑Q

q=1 tq = 1, problem (P2) can be further reduced to (P2.1)
as shown in the follow

(P2.1) max
wq

k

min
k∈K

Ck =
∑
k∈Iq

tq log(1 + γq
k),

s.t.
∑
k∈Iq

||wq
k||

2 ≤ PT ,
(32)

The decoupled sub-problem (P2.1) is still hard to solve due
to the non-convex SINR expression. In order to cope with
the complicated objective function in (32), we introduce an
auxiliary variable Γ and transform (P2.1) to (P2.1.1) as follows

(P2.1.1) max
wq

k

Γ, (33)

s.t. Ck ≥ Γ, ∀k ∈ K, (34)∑
k∈Iq

||wq
k||

2 ≤ PT , (35)

where Ck =
∑

k∈Iq
tq log(1 + γq

k), k ∈ K. Note that in
this new problem (P2.1.1), the objective function (33) and
the constraint (35) are all convex, the challenge mainly lies
in the constraint (34) due to the non-convexity of the SINR

Algorithm 1: Activation Group Design
Input: P - the set contains all multi-reflection paths

p(k), k ∈ K in a descending order of
scheduling index.

Output: A set of activation groups I1, I2, ..., IQ.
initialization: s[p(k)] = ∅ for all anchor path p(k),

to-be-covered set T = P .
Stage one: find independent set (IS)
while 1 do

pick the new anchor path p(k) with the highest
scheduling index in the to-be-covered set T , add
p(k) into s[p(k)], T = T \ {p(k)};

for p(k
′
) ∈ P, k

′ ̸= k, do
if there is no edge between p(k

′
) and any

vertex in s[p(k)] then
add p(k

′
) into s[p(k)];

break;
else

add p(k
′
) into s[p(k

′
)];

end
if p(k

′
) ∈ T then

T = T \ {p(k′
)};

end
end
if T = ∅ (i.e., all paths have been covered) then

break;
end

end
Stage two: extend to the maximal independent set

(MIS)
for every independent set found above do

for ∀ p(k′
) /∈ s[p(k)] do

check whether there exist edge between p(k
′
)

and each vetex in s[p(k)];
if there is no edge then

add p(k
′
) to s[p(k)] ;

end
end

end

expression and the summation representation of Ck. First, to
handle the summation representation of Ck, we introduce an
auxiliary vector v = [v1, v2, ..., vK ], where each parameter
vk, k ∈ K represents the number of activation groups that
user k belongs to. With the auxiliary vector v, we can further
transform (P2.1.1) into

(P2.1.2) max
wq

k

Γ, (36)

s.t. tq log(1 + γq
k) ≥ Γk, ∀k ∈ K, (37)∑

k∈Iq

||wq
k||

2 ≤ PT , (38)

where Γk = Γ/vk. By doing so, we divide the equivalent
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data rate of each user to the associated activation groups,
and convert the equivalent rate constraint during the whole
scheduled time to the rate constraint in each activation group.
Another challenge we need to solve is the non-convexity of
the SINR expression γq

k. To tackle this problem, we further
transform (37) as

tq log(1 + γq
k) ≥ Γk

⇔ − 1

2Γk,q − 1
|h0,J+k (Ω(k))w

q
k|

2+∑
u∈Iq,u̸=k

|h0,J+k (Ω(k))w
q
u|2 + σ2

0 ≤ 0,

(39)

where Γk,q = Γk/tq . This constraint is still hard to solve due
to the following two reasons. First, variable Γk,q appears in
the denominator. Second, the term − 1

2Γk,q−1
is negative when

Γk,q > 0. Therefore, this constraint is still non-convex.

To deal with the variable Γk,q in the denominator, we
construct a bisection framework to first set Γ to a certain value
Γ0 in advance, and then solve the corresponding feasibility
problem to examine whether the minimum rate can achieve
Γ0. In this way, the constraint becomes convex within Γ0. To
be more specific, we utilize the total consumed power as the
indicator for feasibility, and minimize this power while ensur-
ing that all users’ equivalent rates are larger than Γ0. If the
minimized power consumption is smaller than the maximum
transmission power PT , Γ0 can be achieved, and otherwise Γ0

cannot be achieved [50]. The reformulated problem for each
activation group is expressed as

(P2.1.3) min
wq

k

∑
k∈Iq

||wq
k||

2, (40)

s.t. − 1

2Γ0,k,q − 1
|h0,J+k (Ω(k))w

q
k|

2

+
∑

u∈Iq,u ̸=k

|h0,J+k (Ω(k))w
q
u|2 + σ2

0 ≤ 0,

(41)

where Γ0,k,q = Γ0/(vktq). Once we figure out that Γ0 is
achievable or not by solving a series of problems (P2.1.3), a
bisection procedure can be carried out to acquire the maximum
Γ. Problem (P2.1.3) is still hard to solve, because the new
constraint (41) is non-convex due to the negativity of the
term − 1

2Γ0,k,q−1
. To address this issue, we further rewrite the

mathematical expressions of the beamforming vectors wq
k into

the form of matrix trace as
||wq

k||
2 = Tr

(
wq

k(w
q
k)

H
)
= Tr (Wq

k) , (42)

|h0,J+k (Ω(k))w
q
k|

2

= Tr
(
h0,J+k (Ω(k))h

H
0,J+k (Ω(k))w

q
k(w

q
k)

H
)

= Tr
(
h0,J+k (Ω(k))h

H
0,J+k (Ω(k))W

q
k

)
,

(43)

where wq
k is lifted to Wq

k = wq
k(w

q
k)

H . Then the problem
(P2.1.3) is equivalently rewritten as

(P2.1.4)min
wq

k

∑
k∈Iq

Tr (Wq
k) , (44)

s.t.− 1

2Γ0,k,q−1
Tr
(
h0,J+k (Ω(k))h

H
0,J+k (Ω(k))W

q
k

)

+
∑

u∈Iq,u̸=k

Tr
(
h0,J+k (Ω(k))h

H
0,J+k (Ω(k))W

q
u

)
+ σ2

0 ≤ 0, (45)

Wq
u ∈ H+

M0
, u ∈ Iq, (46)

where H+
M0

denotes the set for all Hermitian positive semidef-
inite matrices of dimension M0 ×M0. We can find that now
constraint (45) becomes a convex constraint, since Wq

k =

wq
k(w

q
k)

H and Wq
k must be a positive semi-definite matrix.

Thus, the problem (P2.1.4) becomes convex, and is ready
to be solved for examination Γ0. Denote the solution to the
problem and the optimal value of the objective function as Γ∗

and P ∗, we have Γ∗ ≥ Γ0 when P ∗ ≤ PT , and Γ∗ ≤ Γ0

when P ∗ ≥ PT . The proposed bisection-based beamforming
method is outlined in stage one of Algorithm 2. Finally, the
eigenvalue decomposition is carried out for (Wq

k)
∗ and the

optimal (wq
k)

∗ is set to be the eigenvector with the maximum
eigenvalue.

2) Update the activation group scheduling policy. With the
updated beamforming vectors, the sub-problem for optimizing
user scheduling can be expressed as

(P2.2) max
tq

min
k∈K

Ck =
∑
k∈Iq

tq log(1 + γq
k), (47)

s.t.
∑

q=1,2,...,Q

tq = 1,

0 ≤ tq ≤ 1, q = 1, 2, . . . , Q.
(48)

Note that with given beamforming vectors wq
k, γq

k becomes a
constant in the objective function (47). As a result, in problem
(P2.2), both the objective function and the constraints are
linear. (P2.2) can be directly solved by the classical convex
optimization methods, for example, linear programming. The
detailed processes for updating the scheduling parameters are
summarized in stage two of Algorithm 2.
D. Complexity Analysis of the Overall System Design

As discussed above, the system design begins with finding
the optimal multi-reflection path for each user. The complexity
of finding all the paths with the maximum equivalent channel
gain for each user is O

(
KJ2

)
[51]. With the obtained optimal

multi-reflection paths, we are able to divide them into different
activation groups as shown in Algorithm 1. The input of
Algorithm 1 is the set of all paths sorted by the scheduling
index, where the complexity of this sorting process has linear
complexity O(K). In each iteration of Algorithm 1, given
an anchor path p(k), the number of non-neighbor paths in
In (p(k)) is upper bounded by K−1. To determine the number
of iterations incurred during the activation group search, we
consider the worst case that all paths interfere with each other,
in which each path incurs a new independent set. Based on
this argument, the number of basic operations determining the
activation groups is O

(
(K2 −K)/2

)
. After obtaining all the

candidate ISs, we should further check the maximality of each
set and make necessary extension to MISs. The number of
candidate ISs is upper bounded by K, and each candidate
IS needs at most K2 operations for the extension. Combin-
ing the above two processes, the worst case complexity
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Algorithm 2: Joint Beamforming and Scheduling
Input: The activation groups I1, I2, ..., IQ; the

multi-reflection pathes Ω(k) for each user;
maximum transmit power PT at the BS; noise
power σ2

0 ; desirable accuracy ε and ϵ, the
maximum number of iterations N .

Output: The equvalient data rate Ck, k = 1, 2, ...,K,
for each user; beamforming vector wq

k,
k = 1, 2, ...,K, q = 1, 2, ..., Q; scheduling
pamameter tq , q = 1, 2, ..., Q.

initialization: ΓL = 0,
ΓH = log(1 + PT ||hmax

0,J+k (Ω(k)) ||2)/σ2, where
hmax
0,J+k (Ω(k)) is the maximum equivalent channel

gain among all users; tq that satisfies 0 ≤ tq ≤ 1,∑
q=1,2,...,Q tq = 1.

while min(Ck)
n −min(Ck)

n−1 ≥ ε or the number of
iteration times n ≤ N do

Stage one: beamforming optimization at the BS
while ΓH − ΓL ≥ ϵ do

Set Γ0 = (ΓH + ΓL)/2, solve the optimization
problem (P2.1.4) to obtain the matries Wq

k;
if
∑

k∈Iq
Tr (Wq

k) ≤ PT , ∀q = 1, 2, ..., Q then
Set (Wq

k)
∗
= Wq

k, ΓL = Γ0 ;
else

Set ΓH = Γ0 ;
end

end
Γ∗ = Γl;
Set (wq

k)
∗ as the eigenvector of (Wq

k)
∗ with the

maximum eigenvalue.
Stage Two: user scheduling optimization
Define 0 ≤ tq ≤ 1, q = 1, 2, ..., Q as the
optimization variables;

Update the equivalent rate Ck for each user with
the optimized beamforming vectors, which
satisftes

∑
q=1,2,...,Q tq = 1 ;

Solve the linear problem (P2.2) to maximize the
minimum equivalent rate;

end

for Algorithm 1 is O
(
K3
)
. Finally, with the obtained Q

activation groups, we can conduct the joint optimization of
the BS’s beamforming and the group scheduling as shown in
Algorithm 2. The complexity of Algorithm 2 mainly comes
from the process for beamforming design. Given a solution
accuracy ϵ, the complexity for updating the beamforming
vectors is given by O

(
Q(M4

0K
1/2 log(1/ϵ))

)
[52], where Q

represents the number of activation groups. For updating user
scheduling parameters, since the objective function is a linear
problem, so it can be directly solved by the classical convex
optimization technologies with linear complexity O(Q). Com-
bining all the above processes, we have the overall complex-
ity O

(
KJ2 +K3 +Q

(
M4

0K
1/2 log(1/ϵ) + 1

)
T
)
, where T

represents the number of iterations done until Algorithm 2
converges.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we provide numerical results to evaluate
the performance of the proposed multi-reflection transmission
framework. We first investigate the performance of each step in
the proposed three-step framework to verify the fairness of the
final design, then we simulate the effect of system settings on
the minimum equivalent rate. In our simulations, we consider
a square area with side length equals to 20 m. And there are
J = 16 RISs and K = 14 users. The 3D coordinates of all
nodes, their available LoS communication links, and the facing
directions of all RISs are shown in Fig. 2, respectively. The
system is assumed to operate at the carrier frequency 5 GHz.
Thus, the corresponding wavelength is λ = 0.06m and the
LoS path gain at the reference distance 1m is assumed to be
calculated as β0 = (λ/4π)2 = −46.4 dB [28]. The antenna
and element spacing at the BS and each IRS are set to dA =
dI = λ/2, respectively. We assume that each RIS has the same
number of reflecting elements, i.e., Mj = 20, j = 1, 2, ..., 16,
and the BS is equipped with M0 = 20 antennas.

A. Fairness of the Proposed Design

In this section, we first show the discovered multi-reflection
paths with maximal equivalent channel gain for each user,
then we show the obtained activation groups according to
our search. Based on the acquired multi-reflection paths and
activation groups, we verify the fairness of our proposed multi-
RIS multi-hop transmission design.

Fig. 3 shows the found multi-reflection paths for all users.
By utilizing the Dijkstra’s algorithm for the shortest path
discovery on graph G0, we plot the optimal multi-reflection
paths with the maximum channel gain for each user. We
observe from Fig. 3 that due to the large number of users
and their random locations, there exists conflicts between
users’ multi-reflection paths. For example, the optimal multi-
reflection paths for user 4 and user 6 are BS - RIS 8 - RIS 9 -
user 4 and BS - RIS 5 - RIS 6 - user 6, respectively. If the BS
transmits signals to user 4 and user 6 at the same time slot, in
addition to the found LoS multi-reflection transmission paths,
user 4 may also receive interference caused by the undesired
scattering of RIS 5 and RIS 6, since user 4 is also within the
signal interference range of RIS 5 and RIS 6. Therefore, it is
better to divide users 4 and 6 into different activation groups,
so that the scattered interference caused by RISs can be well
eliminated.

In Table I, we show the obtained activation groups according
to our search. Since we assign the scheduling index to each
multi-hop path based on the interference level, the path with
less interference is assigned at higher priority. In each round
of independent set construction, we always start with the
paths with higher priority, thereby we can cover all the
paths with the minimum number of activation groups. From
Table I, we see that we only need four activation groups
to cover all the multi-hop transmission paths for all users,
which greatly reduces the complexity of subsequent system
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Fig. 2: Graph representation of the simulation setup.
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Fig. 3: Designed multi-reflection paths for each user.

design. Furthermore, benefiting from the extension operation
in stage two of Algorithm 1, we observe that some users
can be divided into different activation groups, for example,
users 12 is included in activation groups 1, 3 and 4, user
10 is included in activation groups 1 and 3. As a result, the
multi-reflection transmission paths for users 10 and 12 can be
activated in different time slot, enabling more efficient time
resource utilization, yielding higher system performance.

Based on the designed activation groups, we first investi-
gate the convergence property of the proposed algorithm for

TABLE I: THE OBTAINED ACTIVATION GROUPS ACCORDING TO
OUR POLICY

The indexes of users
Activation group 1 3, 6, 8, 10, 12
Activation group 2 2, 5, 7, 13, 14
Activation group 3 1, 4, 10, 12
Activation group 4 5, 9, 11, 12
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Fig. 4: The convergence property of the proposed cooperative
multi-hop transmission algorithm. The number of antennas at the
BS is M0 = 20. There are 16 RISs in the system and the number

of reflecting elements at each RIS is Mj = 20, j = 1, 2, ..., 16.
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Fig. 5: The equivalent data rate of all users achieved by the
proposed framework. The number of antennas at the BS is

M0 = 20. There are 16 RISs in the system and the number of
reflecting elements at each RIS is 20. The transmit power at the BS

is PT = 10 dB.

cooperative multi-reflection design. In Fig. 4, we show the
convergence property and the achievable minimum equivalent
rate of Algorithm 2 when the transmit power budget at the
BS varies. It is observed from Fig. 4 that the proposed joint
beamforming and user scheduling algorithm converges within
several iterations for both cases PT = 10 dBW and PT = 13
dBW, respectively. Besides, we observe that higher transmit
power at the BS can achieve better minimum equivalent data
rate.

To verify the fairness of the proposed design for multi-hop
multi-RIS transmission systems, we show the final equivalent
data rate of all users in Fig. 5. We observe from Fig. 5 that
except for users 10 and 12, every user can achieve almost
the same equivalent rate through our transmission framework,
which guarantees the fairness among users. For users 10 and
12, we observe from the graph representation of the system,
i.e., Fig. 2, that since they have less interference with others
users, thereby they can be included in different activation
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groups, i.e., user 10 is included in activation groups 1 and
3, user 12 is included in activation groups 1, 3 and 4, thereby
they can receive signals in different time slots, leading to
higher equivalent date rate compared with other users that can
only receive signals in one time slot. This phenomenon further
demonstrates the superiority of the proposed transmission
framework. Due to the extension operation considered at stage
two of Algorithm 1, users with less inter-path interference can
be activated in different time slots, leading to more flexible and
efficient time resource allocation, hence higher equivalent data
rate.

B. Impacts of the System Settings on the Minimum Equivalent
Rate

In this subsection, we investigate the impacts of the sys-
tem settings on the minimum equivalent rate. To verify the
superiority of the proposed transmission framework for multi-
hop multi-RIS transmission systems, we compare it with the
following three benchmarks. And to create a fair comparison
scenario, in the simulation, we assume that all the benchmark
schemes can serve users through LoS paths.

• Single-reflection scheme. Each user can only be served
by one RIS that provides the maximum equivalent chan-
nel gain. If there exists RIS-scattered interference be-
tween any two users, we assign them into different acti-
vation groups and perform group scheduling accordingly.

• Non-RIS scheme. The BS directly transmits signals to
users without the help of any RIS. Since no RIS is
involved in the signal transmission, the inter-path inter-
ference caused by undesired scattering of RISs does not
exist, thereby all users can communicate during the whole
scheduling period.

• Non-interference management scheme [28]. Maximum-
ratio transmission (MRT) beamforming scheme is
adopted at the base station side. For fair comparison, the
activation group proposed in our paper is adopted and
no further interference mitigation schemes are utilized
following [28].

Fig. 6 shows the minimum equivalent rates of all users when
adopting the proposed multi-reflection scheme, single-RIS
scheme, non-RIS scheme and non-interference management
scheme [28], respectively. It is seen from Fig. 6 that as the
SNR increases, the minimum equivalent rates of all schemes
increase, and our proposed cooperative multi-reflection scheme
always achieve the best performance. This is because the
proposed scheme makes full use of the inter-RIS transmissions
to form multi-hop multi-reflection paths, which significantly
increases the passive beamforming gain. Besides, the users
are divided into different activation groups to avoid the inter-
path interference. And the carefully designed beamforming
pattern and group scheduling policy further improve system
performance. Another noteworthy observation is that when the
SNR is very high, for example, SNR= 50 dB as shown in the
figure, the gap between the proposed scheme and single-RIS
scheme becomes smaller. The reason is that when the transmit
power is extremely high, the inter-user interference becomes
the dominating factor that limits the system performance.
Since the inter-user interference received at one particular
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Fig. 6: The minimum equivalent data rate for different SNR. The
number of antennas at the BS is M0 = 20. There are 16 RISs in
the system and the number of reflecting elements at each RIS is

Mj = 20, j = 1, 2, ..., 16.
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Fig. 7: The minimum equivalent data rate for different numbers of
reflecting elements at each RIS. The number of antennas at the BS

is M0 = 20. There are 16 RISs in the system, and the transmit
power at the BS is PT = 30 dBW.

user is related to the equivalent channel gain, normally, the
larger the equivalent channel gain, the higher the inter-user
interference. In our proposed multi-reflection scheme, the
equivalent channel gain for each user is usually larger than
single-RIS scenario. Therefore, when SNR is extremely high,
the inter-user interference is severer, which limits the improve-
ment of the system performance. Further, We can observe
from Fig. 6 that the non-interference management scheme
[28] reaches the bottleneck quickly, since no interference
mitigation schemes are considered, which severely limit the
overall resource utilization, and the final performance is even
worse than single-reflection scheme.

Fig. 7 shows the minimum equivalent rate of all users
obtained from the proposed scheme, single-RIS scheme, non-
RIS scheme and non-interference management scheme [28],
respectively. It is shown in Fig. 7 that due to the larger equiv-
alent channel gain brought by the multi-reflection paths and the
well mitigated interference, our proposed cooperative multi-
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Fig. 8: The minimum equivalent rates for different numbers of
antennas at the BS. The transmit power at the BS is PT = 20 dBW.

There are 16 RISs in the system, and the number of reflecting
elements at each RIS is Mj = 20, j = 1, 2, ..., 16.

reflection scheme outperforms the other benchmarks. Among
all the comparison schemes, non-RIS scenario has the worst
performance due to the non-customized radio transmission
environments. The non-interference management scheme [28]
outperforms the single-reflection scheme when the number of
reflecting elements is small, but the situation reverses with
the continuously increase of reflecting elements. This is be-
cause with more reflecting elements, the enhanced equivalent
channel gain makes the interference more and more severe,
which becomes the major factor limiting the furthre growth
of system performance. Besides, we find from Fig. 7 that
there is a diminishing return as the number of reflecting
elements increases due to the inter-user interference. Also, the
performance gap between the proposed multi-reflection trans-
mission and single-reflection scheme becomes smaller when
the number of reflecting elements at each RIS is large. That is
because with more reflecting elements, the equivalent channel
gain of the proposed scheme is much larger than single-RIS
scenario, which not only improves the transmission quality
of the useful information, but also enhances the strength of
interference signals.

Fig. 8 shows the minimum equivalent data rate of the pro-
posed transmission scheme, single-reflection scheme, and non-
RIS scheme, respectively, when the number of BS’s antenna
varies. In the simulation, we fix the transmit power at the BS
as PT = 20 dBW, and each RIS has Mj = 20 reflecting
elements, j = 1, 2, ..., 16. We see from Fig. 8 that due to
the larger equivalent channel gain and well mitigated inter-
user interference, our proposed multi-reflection transmission
scheme achieves higher minimum data rate than the other
benchmarks. Besides, we also find that the non-RIS scheme
has the worst performance. This is because that no RIS is
utilized during the signal transmission, thereby the channel
gains at each user is much smaller than RIS-assisted schemes.
Besides, since all the users communicate at the same time,
the inter-user interference is quite large, resulting in poor
performance.
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Fig. 9: The minimum equivalent data rates for different quantization
bits b. The transmit power at the BS is PT = 20 dBW. There are
16 RISs in the system, and the number of reflecting elements at

each RIS is Mj = 20, j = 1, 2, ..., 16.

Considering the deployment cost, it is possible to utilize
discrete values for RISs’ phase shifts in the practical imple-
mentations. In simulating the system, we refer to b as the
number of quantization bits and B = 2b as the discrete
phase shift level. Accordingly, the set of discrete phase-shift
values at each element is U = {0,∆θ, ..., (B− 1)∆θ}, where
∆θ = 2π/B. To show the impact of the discrete phase
shift level on the minimum data rate performance, we depict
the minimum data rate of all users versus the number of
quantization bits b in Fig. 9. We observe from the results that
as the number of quantization bits increases, the minimum data
rate approaches that of the continuous case, and the proposed
scheme can always achieve higher max-min rate under the
same conditions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate the cooperative multi-hop
multi-RIS transmission framework for multi-user wireless
communication systems. With the aim to guarantee fairness
among all users, we formulate an optimization problem to
maximize the downlink minimum equivalent data rate of all
users. This max-min equivalent rate problem comprehensively
considers multi-reflection path selection, user grouping design,
joint BS’s beamforming optimization and group time alloca-
tion, which is difficult to solve. To effectively tackle it, we
propose a novel three-step framework. We first analyzed the
characteristics of the multi-RIS multi-reflection channels and
reformulate the channels based on the composition features.
With the reformulated channels, we derive the optimal RISs’
phase shift design and assign corresponding weight to each
link, with which we recast the multi-reflection path design
as the shortest-path finding problem in graph theory, and
select the optimal path with maximum channel gain for each
user. We propose a new path separation constraint and divide
users into different activation groups, so that each group
takes turns in accessing the BS for signal reception during
the scheduled time. In this way, severe inter-path inference
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caused by simultaneous transmissions is avoided. For more
efficient time resource utilizing and generating higher system
performance, we also propose a novel extension operation to
allow users with less interference being included in different
activation groups during the user grouping period. With ob-
tained optimal multi-hop transmission path and user grouping
schemes, we jointly optimize the BS’ beamforming and user
group scheduling to maximize the minimal equivalent data
rate of all users by transforming the max-min problem into a
feasibility check problem with the help of a series of auxiliary
variables. The reformulated problem is finally solved by classi-
cal convex optimization approaches. Extensive simulations are
carried out and the obtained simulation results have verified
the superiority of the proposed multi-reflection transmission
framework. Useful insights into the optimal multi-reflection
transmission design are drawn under different setups for multi-
hop multi-RIS wireless communication systems.
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